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Abstract
This paper describes the unit selection component of the open
source text-to-speech system OpenMary. It is a generic unitse-
lection component with parameterisable target and join cost func-
tions followed by optional signal post-processing, and it has been
created for the Blizzard challenge 2006. We describe the creation
process, the core properties of the system and the preparation of a
synthesis voice from the Blizzard data. We also point out thedi-
rections in which we are currently developing the system towards
expressive unit selection.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, expressive speech,
target cost, signal processing

1. Introduction and background
The text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis platform MARY [1] is a “Mod-
ular Architecture for Research on speech sYnthesis”, basedon a
robust client-server architecture written in Java. This architecture
is modular, so that new processing modules or module chains for
existing or new languages can be easily added as Java code or as
native binaries. The main data representation format within the
system is an XML language called MaryXML.

Originally developed for German, the platform has been ex-
tended to English and, as the result of a student project, Tibetan.
It has been used to implement a flexible approach to expressive
synthesis [2], in which gradual changes of emotional states, repre-
sented as emotion dimensions, are realised as gradual changes of
acoustic parameters using diphone synthesis.

In early 2006, we released the core of the MARY system as
open source – the OpenMary system. It has been deployed and
tested on Windows, Linux and MacOS X. An installer can be
downloaded fromhttp://mary.dfki.de; the source code is
available via a software development environment based on Trac
and Subversion athttp://mary.opendfki.de.

The current release version 3.0 of OpenMary contains some
preliminary unit selection code, through an implementation of the
cluster unit selection algorithm [3] inherited from Flite [4] via its
Java port FreeTTS. Using this code and the Festvox toolkit, we
have created several limited domain voices, including an expres-
sive football announcer. This voice, consisting of a moderate and
an excited database produced by the same speaker, is based on
the same approach as previous work on expressive unit selection
[5, 6, 7]: Several databases are produced by the same speaker, each
in a different expressive style, and the expressivity in thesynthetic
speech results from the choice of the appropriate database at run-
time.

In our current work in the projects HUMAINE
(http://emotion-research.net) and PAVOQUE

(“PArametrisation of prosody and VOice QUality for con-
catenative synthesis in view of Emotion expression” –
http://mary.dfki.de/pavoque), we aim at increas-
ing the flexibility of expressive unit selection synthesis,by
combining selection based on expressive targets with signal
modification. As a basis for this work, we require a generic unit
selection system. The amount of control over the unit selection
process provided by the cluster unit selection algorithm istoo
limited for our purposes; in particular, the suitability ofunits
for a given synthetic target is assessed exclusively through a
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) making binary yes/no
decisions at its decision nodes. In contrast, generic unit selection,
as it is implemented, e.g., in Festival 2 [8], considers a target
cost function jointly with a join cost function in the dynamic
programming step of unit selection. One main advantage of this
approach is that target costs can be “traded against” join costs,
i.e. a unit that does not fit the target very well may be selected if
this can avoid very high join costs. A second advantage is that
the target cost function is capable of including continuousfeature
cost functions in addition to discrete class membership decisions,
which is advantageous if we want to experiment with acoustic
targets for expressivity. Finally, during experimentation, manually
modifying feature weights in the target cost function is easier than
re-training a CART selection tree.

With these research directions in mind, we implemented a
generic unit selection algorithm and submitted it to the Blizzard
challenge, as described in the main body of this paper. First, we
describe the implementation, giving some detail about the pre-
selection, target cost, join cost, concatenation and signal post-
processing methods used in the system, and describing the creation
of a voice database from the Blizzard data. Then, we discuss the
system in the light of the Blizzard listening test results. Finally, we
report on current work on preparing a release of a system imple-
menting these algorithms in a robust and fast way, and outline the
next steps towards expressive unit selection.

2. OpenMary unit selection for the Blizzard
challenge 2006

2.1. System creation

To enable the OpenMary system to process unit selec-
tion voices, we started from the FreeTTS implementation
(http://freetts.sourceforge.net). With FreeTTS,
voices suited for cluster unit selection, such as the “clunit” version
of the Arctic voices, can be built in Festvox and converted into a
large binary file which can be read by FreeTTS. We imported the
FreeTTS source code implementing the cluster unit selection algo-



rithm into OpenMary, and we performed some re-organisationof
the code. This reorganisation aimed at a more general and reusable
class structure, so that OpenMary is not restricted to cluster unit
selection, but can implement various unit selection algorithms in
the future. The following paragraphs describe the significant di-
vergences from FreeTTS.

Most notably, we have replaced the method of selecting units
for a given target: a target cost function has been added to the dy-
namic programming phase, as motivated above, and the CARTs,
which in FreeTTS are the only means to find a set of suitable
candidate units for a target, are used in OpenMary as a mere pre-
selection step. The target cost function uses the same feature set as
used for training the CARTs, but applies weights to compute the
similarity of a unit to a target. In OpenMary, the target features and
weights are contained in a configuration file, so that the weights
can be changed independently of the binary voice file. This makes
tuning the weights more flexible.

In the original Festival and Flite code implementing the cluster
unit selection algorithm, an “optimal coupling” algorithmcan be
used to compute the join costs between two units. This algorithm
browses the context of the labelled unit boundaries until itfinds
the audio frames that best fit together. In OpenMary, our attempts
to get the existing optimal coupling code to work yielded worse
results than the default algorithm which joins units at the labelled
boundaries. Therefore, we used the latter algorithm in the current
system.

Regarding the synthesis of an utterance’s waveform, we
moved from a purely sequential frame-based synthesis to an
overlap-add approach to joining the audio signals for different
units, which seems to reduce audible discontinuities at thejoins.
We also added a first step in the direction of signal post-processing,
in the form of an algorithm smoothing the F0 curve.

More detail is given in the next section.

2.2. System details

The system performs a selection of phone-sized units, consisting
of a CART-based pre-selection of candidates, a dynamic program-
ming phase in which target and join costs determine an optimal
unit chain, and a concatenation and signal post-processingstage in
which the audio for the selected units is generated, concatenated
and post-processed to smooth the F0 contour.

2.2.1. Pre-selection

We use CART trees for pre-selecting a medium-sized set of po-
tentially suitable candidate units. In the classical cluster unit al-
gorithm, the CARTs select small sets of 20-or-so candidates. This
strict selection in terms of linguistic and phonetic targetfeatures
entails a risk of preventing possibly interesting units from partici-
pating in the dynamic programming phase. In contrast, our system
uses CARTs to pre-select larger sets of 500 candidate units.This
pre-selection is a means to reduce the complexity of the dynamic
programming, by imposing only loose linguistic and phonetic con-
straints during the pre-selection.

It remains an open question whether this pre-selection is best
made using trees that are automatically trained based on thecrite-
rion of acoustic homogeneity of sub-clusters [3], as in the clus-
ter unit selection algorithm, or whether manually defined pre-
selection criteria would be more appropriate.

2.2.2. Target costs

In selecting the list of features to use as target costs, we started
with the set of features used for training the CART trees for the
Arctic voices in Festvox. These features are mostly phonetic (e.g.
vowel height, stress, pitch etc.). We have modelled the weights
after Festivalmultisyn, and adapted them to our current system
where necessary. For example, the target duration and F0 values,
which are given considerable weight in Festival, could not be used
in our current system because our F0 and duration models pre-
dict generic values, which are not adapted to any specific voice
database.

However, we have prepared the code for the use of such con-
tinuous target features, so that they can be used as soon as appro-
priate targets can be defined. We consider this feature to be of
essence in view of defining expressive targets, such as emotion-
related changes in prosody or spectral characteristics.

As a result of having neither sentence type nor F0 values in
the available feature set, the selection algorithm had no means of
predicting question intonation. We therefore added ToBI accents
and boundary tones to the set of features, annotating ToBI tones in
the database automatically using our system’s predictions. Even if
these may not always be the ones realised by the database speaker,
they are suitable for distinguishing questions from statements.

2.2.3. Join costs

Join costs measure spectral and F0 continuity between adjacent
units. For measuring spectral continuity, we re-used the exist-
ing FreeTTS implementation which computes the Euclidian dis-
tance of the second to twelfth Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs). This choice of feature set will be the topic of future in-
vestigation; open questions include the issue of discarding or not
discarding the first MFCC, the possibility to extend the feature set
with delta features, and the possible addition of other parameters
such as energy.

The F0 continuity measure was re-programmed in view of the
application of a smoothing algorithm. The F0 median over five
periods is computed at unit boundaries. Given the fact that small
F0 deviations can be fixed by the smoothing algorithm (see sec-
tion 2.2.6 below), a step function was used as the cost function,
giving zero cost to small deviations, and large cost to deviations
larger than a given threshold (20%).

2.2.4. Dynamic programming

For the sake of time efficiency, a beam search was used in the dy-
namic programming phase, by pruning the number of intermediate
paths down to the most likely ones. In computing the cost associ-
ated with adding a unit to a given path, the target costs for that unit
and the join costs for appending the unit to the path were added.
We aimed at a globally equal contribution of target and join costs
to the overall cost, which was achieved by selecting the weights of
the individual feature costs according to appropriate heuristics.

2.2.5. Unit concatenation

The audio data is created using pitch-synchronous residual-excited
LPC synthesis. The individual units are re-synthesised separately,
and concatenated using overlap-add of one period at the unit
boundary, with a Hann window. This approach helps reducing
discontinuities at join points, compared to the previous implemen-
tation taken from FreeTTS, where all residuals and LPC frames



were re-synthesised in one loop, causing audible clicks at some
unit boundaries.

2.2.6. Signal post-processing

On the resulting audio, we apply a shift-only F0 smoothing algo-
rithm closely modelled after Bozkurt et al.’s work [9]. Their idea
was to maintain micro-prosody while smoothing by shifting en-
tire units up or down, rather than reducing intonation to stylised
curves at join points. We re-implemented their algorithm, which
is based on solving a system of equations which simultaneously
minimises pitch discontinuities and unit shifts. A “shift propen-
sity” parameter determines the relative importance of minimising
shifts vs. minimising discontinuities. In our implementation, these
shifts are deltas in the log F0 domain, i.e. F0 factors in the Hertz
domain. We are not sure whether this is the same as in the original
work by Bozkurt et al. – we could not find this detail in their paper
–, but given the fact that humans perceive log F0, it seemed like an
appropriate choice. PSOLA [10] is used to realise the requested
pitch factors.

2.3. Voice creation with the Blizzard data

The creation of the unit database for the Blizzard voice was con-
ducted with Festvox, Sphinx, FreeTTS and OpenMary. The actual
voice creation was performed fully automatically; most work was
invested in getting the tools to work with the large amount ofdata.

As a first practical step, the audio data and the transcriptions
were fitted to a directory structure which complies with the direc-
tory structure assumed in the Festvox scripts. Then, in order to
ensure consistency between the corpus annotations and the Open-
Mary predictions, we discarded the automatically generated pho-
netic transcriptions and re-ran the automatic transcription with the
OpenMary lexicon and tools.

The phonetic labels created from the OpenMary transcriptions
were subsequently force-aligned with the audio recordingsusing
CMUSphinx with the Sphinxtrain scripts coming with Festvox.
This labelling phase took most of the time, as we fist had prob-
lems with units that were too long – they were actually spanning
entire words. This turned out to be due to the fact that the initial
utterances were created with the assumption that each wave file
contained just one sentence, which is not the case for all files in
the test data. After this was corrected and the labelling redone, the
overall quality of the labels seemed acceptable. We did not man-
ual inspect, select or correct any of the labelled units; however, an
automatic filter was included which discarded all units thatwere
shorter than 2 or longer than 50 pitch periods.

At several steps, the Festvox tools had to be used in non-
standard ways to accommodate the important size of the Bliz-
zard database. For example, the CART-building algorithm, im-
plemented in the EST Wagon tool, ran into a memory problem
when creating distance tables for Schwa and pause units; this was
circumvented by using only the first 13300 instances of each unit,
which resulted in distance table files of less than 2 GB size. Sim-
ilarly, the shell scripts taking the list of audio files as input failed
with “Argument list too long” errors, and needed to be run in sev-
eral chunks.

The last step in voice creation was to import the voice into
FreeTTS and from there to OpenMary. We are now working on a
solution to avoid the detour over FreeTTS.

As the system was still under heavy development during the
preparation of the voice database, we only created one voice, from

the full data set of 4273 utterances; we did not create a voicefrom
the Arctic subset.

2.4. Listening test results and discussion

The Blizzard challenge organisers carried out listening tests with
the voices created by all Blizzard challenge participants,using
three groups of listeners: speech experts (S), undergraduates (U),
and random participants on the web (R). Procedure and overall re-
sults are presented elsewhere in these proceedings; here, we only
discuss the results for our system compared to the average ofall
systems built from the full data set.

Our system was rated with a word error rate (WER) of 23.9
(S), 24.7 (U) and 33.9 (R), which is slightly worse than the average
of all voices built from the full data set: 23.5 (S), 22.3 (U),and 31.1
(R). Mean opinion scores (MOS) for our system were 2.5 (S), 2.5
(U) and 2.4 (R), below the average of all voices built from thefull
data set: 2.9 (S), 3.0 (U), 2.8 (R).

Given the preliminary state of our system and the fact that it
was our first participation to the Blizzard challenge, we consider
these results as promising, even if they cannot yet be considered
totally satisfactory. Improvements to our system can be expected
at various levels. Regarding database labelling, we are notcer-
tain that we get optimal results with the out-of-the-box Sphinx-
train algorithms. For example, an algorithm capable of taking into
account various pronunciation options for a given word could be
expected to improve the labelling; manual correction of thela-
bel chain before doing forced alignment would be desirable but
seems unrealistic in the context of this challenge, given the size
of the database and the licensing issues preventing the use of the
resulting voice in other contexts. Regarding the creation of a sym-
bolic+parametric representation of a synthesis target, weassume
that the quality would be improved if explicit duration and F0 tar-
gets appropriate for the given voice could be computed and used
as target features and/or in signal post-processing. The list of lin-
guistic target features will need careful scrutiny, and important but
missing features such as the sentence type (question vs. statement)
must be added. The choice of the unit type (phones at the moment)
should also be re-considered – diphones were invented precisely
because phone boundaries were foundnot to be the best places to
cut a speech signal.

Finally, it is an open question whether the F0 smoothing al-
gorithm which we used actually improved the overall impression,
or if MOS ratings would have been better if we had not performed
any F0 smoothing. The fact that our MOS ratings are further below
the average than our WER ratings can be interpreted as an indica-
tion that this might be the case, although it would have been more
interesting and conclusive to be able to compare these two variants
in the context of the Blizzard evaluation.

3. Towards expressive unit selection
As stated in the previous sections, the developments currently un-
der way on the OpenMary TTS system include more flexible and
efficient database formats and more flexible selection and con-
catenation processes, in addition to providing an open source and
portable synthesis runtime to the research community. The com-
mon goal of these developments is to make the OpenMary plat-
form more suitable to testing new ideas, in particular for enhancing
the expressivity of state-of-the-art speech synthesis.

Starting from a selection-based synthesis framework, the ra-
tionale is to enable the system to characterise and adapt theex-



pressivity of the speech units. The expressivity is primarily under-
stood here as a set of characteristics of prosody and voice quality.
In view of selection, such expressive characteristics should be de-
scribed in a way that is sufficiently independent from linguistic
and phonetic features, so that it becomes possible to “trade” high
expressivity against high linguistic/phonetic relevance, e.g. by se-
lecting a unit with the intended expressivity even though itdoes
not stem from the right linguistic context.

To enable such a selection of expressively relevant units, we
plan to introduce an explicit Acoustic Target Cost (ATC) function
into the dynamic programming phase of the selection, in addition
to the classical Linguistic Target Cost (LTC) and Join Cost (JC)
functions. The definition of this new Acoustic Target Cost function
raises several research issues, regarding:

1. how to measure the voice quality (e.g., the vocal effort)
through some reliable acoustic cues;

2. how to specify the expressive characteristics of prosodyin-
dependently of the linguistic contents;

3. how to calibrate and weight the contribution of the ATC to
the overall selection process.

To help tackling these issues, we will record an acted speech
database which will cover a range of expressive speaking styles.
Using this experimental material, we will compare the ability of
several acoustical measurements to characterise the prosody and
the voice quality, with the view of including these measurements
into the definition of the ATC function. Regarding voice quality,
for instance, we forecast that measurements based on some char-
acteristics of the glottal flow [11] or, more coarsely, of theLPC
residual, may act as relevant cues.

In addition to the introduction of the ATC into the selection
process, we plan to introduce expression-related signal modifica-
tion methods into the concatenation phase, to better adapt the se-
lected units to a target expression style – in the same way that
join-related F0 corrections have been applied so far. Here again,
our new database will help us assess the relevance of state-of-the-
art speech modification methods with respect to the modification
of expressivity, for modifying the prosody and, experimentally, the
voice quality. The degree of performance of the most relevant
modification methods may in turn lead to the definition of a no-
tion of modification cost which could become a part of the ATC.

4. Conclusions
We have presented a first version of unit selection with OpenMary,
an open source synthesis platform written in Java. The listening
tests carried out as part of the Blizzard challenge have shown that
the resulting quality is not far below the average of the systems
that participated in the challenge. Given the preliminary state of
our system and the obvious improvements that can be made, this
is an encouraging result.

When the current process of stabilising the implementationin
view of more speed and robustness is completed, the system will
be made available for download with a number of German [12]
and English [13] voices.

The system will serve as the basis for research in adding
parametrisation capabilities to unit selection in view of expressive
speech synthesis, combining selection of expressive unitswith sig-
nal modification aspects.
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